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ADDITION BROADENS REACH, PALETTE OF 

LANDMARK MICHIGAN AVENUE CHURCH

L
IKE COMPLEMENTARY COLORS THAT ENHANCE 

ONE ANOTHER’S VIBRANCY, THE LANDMARK 

FOURTH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH ON NORTH 

MICHIGAN AVENUE and its new 80,000-square-foot 

extension, the Genevieve and Wayne Gratz Center, work 

in tandem, both functionally and aesthetically. 

 Certainly the Gothic Revival original—a 1914 composition of a 

church building designed by Ralph Adams Cram and attached 

structures including an enclosed garden space, or garth, by 

Howard van Doren Shaw—is strong enough to shine on its own. 

But the arrival of the newcomer, a Gensler project that opened in 

January, adds new facets to the profi le of the original. 

 Prime among them: if it hadn’t been for the Gratz Center, with 

its copper-shingled main mass, most people might never have 

noticed that the old church, beloved for its limestone and stained 

glass, also sports a fair amount of copper. 

 Even the lead Gensler architects on the Gratz Center project, 

Brian Vitale, AIA, and Todd Heiser, had barely noticed the 

extensive copper roof accents on the old building until one 

“watershed moment,” as Vitale puts it. Researching ways to 

refl ect the fl orid original in a new structure that they expected 

would be more restrained and modern, the pair sent some team 

members out to photograph details of the church. “It all came 

back limestone arches and angel faces and gothic windows,” 

Vitale recalls. “But we got one photo, looking down from the 

95th fl oor of the Hancock, where all that disappears and you see 

the copper dormers and roofs.” Going back for another look with 

blinders to everything but copper, they spotted downspouts, 

lanterns, scuppers, door hardware and even some tile in a 

fi replace—all done in copper. 

 What a revelation.

 Copper, it turns out, is mentioned briefl y in the biblical Book of 

Job as diffi cult to create but valuable to have, like the knowledge 

Job sought. And the pursuit of knowledge was going to be a 

major function in the building Gensler was designing: the $38 

million project was intended to house about two dozen 

classrooms for Fourth Presbyterian’s highly regarded tutoring 

program as well as educational programs for seniors. 

 From there, the story of the building unfolded. In presentations 

they made to Fourth Presbyterian’s offi cials and congregation on 
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With a labyrinth inlaid on its fl oor, a warm wall of un-weathered 

copper and windows that reveal the urban surroundings, the 

chapel is a haven of repose in a bustling neighborhood.
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1.   The form of the addition signals instantly that this is a 

departure from the Gothic frills of the original church 

building, but its copper cladding cleverly creates a family 

resemblance to the forebear. 

2.   The Gratz Center’s glassy east wall blesses social spaces 

within the addition with both natural light and views of the 

original building’s many details. 

3.   The labyrinth can be used in multiple ways; it can be a 

meditative place to walk or, surrounded by chairs, an 

inspiring backdrop to fellowship.  

4.   A two-story ‘main street’ between old and new buildings 

opens at either end to the vitality of the streets outdoors. 

Photo by Lee Bey

Photo by Richard Barnes
Photo courtesy of Gensler

Photo courtesy of Gensler
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the nascent design, Heiser says, “we talked about the new 

building as complementing the existing sanctuary the way Van 

Gogh’s ‘Starry Night’ has blue and yellow complementing each 

other; it’s not blue on top of blue.” The story helped settle 

congregants’ worries that the new building would have to mimic 

the Gothic Revival of the old, but it went beyond that, to 

galvanize the project into a mission-driven design.

 “It was a touch of genius, or the spirit moving,” says Calum 

MacLeod, executive associate pastor and head of staff at Fourth 

Presbyterian. “Everyone in the congregation connects with that 

story about the copper.”

 Connecting is a fundamental theme of the Gratz project: the 

way it connects new spaces to old and the church to its 

community, and the ways in which it connects everyday life to 

the spiritual. 

 The new-to-old connection is clear just inside the Gratz’s 

main entrances, on Chestnut and Delaware streets just west of 

Michigan Avenue. An airy two-story lobby stretches between 

the two, its west side wall new and its east—on the main fl oor, 

at least—the old stone wall and gothic door frames of the 

original building. The stone wall is not a straight line but 

crooked, and the angled spaces it creates suggest 

contemporary counterparts of the alluring nooks and niches in 

the Gothic spaces nearby. They also provide the sort of intimate 

spaces for one-on-one fellowship that the architects and 

congregants said were sorely lacking in the old mid-century 

additions that the Gratz replaced. 

 Above the main fl oor level, the interaction of new and old 

becomes even more pronounced as visitors who walk up a 

handsome new staircase look over at a wall of east-facing 

windows that frame close-up views of the roofl ine and steeple of 

the original building. In the elevator lobbies, crisply modern 

spaces, hang ornate stained-glass windows that previously hung 

in the original building but had been hidden in storage for years. 

 The connection to the community is also visible through those 

second-story lobby windows: hovering beyond the steeple are 

the Hancock Center, the Palmolive Building and other high-rises 

that have risen up in the century after Fourth Presbyterian 

opened. But even before they reach this point, visitors have 

experienced the building’s link to its environs. Both the Chestnut 

and the Delaware entrances are set well back from the sidewalk, 

as the church sacrifi ces pricy real estate that could have been 

enclosed. Both nooks are intended as “spaces of respite,” 

MacLeod says, as well as subtle signs that the church extends 

out into the community. On the Chestnut side, the copper-clad 

mass reaches out over the nook, providing shelter from the 

The new structure, 

at left in the drawing, 

responds to the 

angle of Rush Street, 

half a block west 

of the property, 

while the century-

old original aligns 

itself with Michigan 

Avenue. Outdoor 

spaces surround the 

campus: the ‘garth’ 

or courtyard contains 

a fountain denoted 

by concentric circles 

at mid-right in the 

image; and mini-

courts interface with 

the public realm 

below, above 

and left of the new 

structure (all denoted 

by a brick pattern in 

the image).



elements. That the space overhead contains the chapel is a 

powerful metaphor. On the Delaware side, the religious imagery 

is somewhat more obvious. Before the Gratz Center, a mid-

century addition that stood here shut off a wall of Gothic-arched 

stained-glass windows trimmed with limestone quatrefoils and 

miniature gargoyles holding choir books. They are now fully 

exposed again, and create a charming antique tableau in the 

mini-courtyard at the sidewalk’s edge. 

 These two setback spaces on the north and south sides and a 

walled children’s play area and open public terrace on the west all 

complement the beloved, old-style garth on the church’s east side. 

Together, all four open the church campus out to its neighborhood. 

 Finally, there’s the connection between spiritual and everyday 

lives—certainly a crucial consideration for any house of worship 

that wants to stay relevant in contemporary times. The Gensler 

team made the connection most meaningfully in the Gratz’s 

second-story chapel. It’s a serene space, with a labyrinth inlaid 

into the fl oor, daylight spilling in on three sides, a tessellated 

ceiling and a single wall of non-patinated copper for highlighting 

the crucifi x. The west wall of the chapel is where the sacred and 

the everyday become linked in an artful way. The wall is sliced by 

windows of seemingly random widths and spacing. But the 

architects explain that the windows are placed to represent the 

spacing of holy days within the 365-day calendar, their brightness 

distinguishing themselves from the rest of the wall, the rest of 

the year. 

 Look more closely at the wall and something more shows up: 

slightly glossy trefoil images—symbols of Christianity’s holy 

trinity—are tattooed onto the plaster. The mica in them appears 

and disappears depending on the light. The metaphor here is that 

divine light and guidance are always there on ordinary days—not 

only holy days—although they might not be overtly visible. 

 It’s an original touch that the Gensler team devised and that, 

although its simplicity fi ts comfortably into the Gratz Center’s 

contemporary aesthetics, shows the designers didn’t actually 

stray very far from the intentions of the earlier buildings’ Gothic 

Revival style. There, each pane of stained glass, each carved 

apostle on a fountain, helps tell the sacred story; here, it’s the 

pattern in the windows and wall fi nish.

 A goal in designing the Gratz Center was to pick up the 

storyline and tell it in a 21st-century way. “It’s intimidating to try 

to do the type of work [earlier architects] did next door,” Vitale 

says, but a big piece of its centuries-old appeal is that “nothing is 

superfl uous. Everything is part of a meaningful story.” CA

(above) A secure children’s play area sits 

below the western facade of the new 

structure. 

(right) Removal of a previous addition 

revealed windows in the historic structure 

that had been covered for decades. They 

now soar above an entrance court on the 

north side of the addition.
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